


This book is love.



"It's Reigning Cats and Dogs"
—an enticing "second-person narrative"—
is a creatively eclectic, illuminating voyage

that inspires readers to celebrate
confidence and imagination.



Open your mind and reimagine the value of
patience, inspiration, and inner knowledge.  

Treasure life with a consciously inquisitive—
creative—and liberated mindset.  Allow yourself
the freedom to observe and clear emotional
hurdles and any hang-ups that may be keeping
some of your thoughts and feelings pressured,
stagnant, or on repeat.  Trust your intentions.
Float your mind.

Meditate ingeniously—fearlessly.
Invent brave ways to relax and contemplate.
Use your imagination to generate personal
healing techniques and emotional pathways to  
help awaken your creativity and other
sensitivities.  Build a progressive, revitalized,
and relaxed mindset.  You have the abilities to
stimulate, intuit, and energize extraordinary
wisdom.

You are capable of being a cosmic healer.  

Bennise Gahl
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From the publisher,

We trust that you’ll enjoy this intriguing book
and choose to support through kind patronage.

If you will, please remit your donation (and
message) to our bursar Daryl James Boyle
at Paypal address: sphinxpress@outlook.com

Your gracious contribution will help us promote
and share this information with others.

Your gift will also help us translate this book
into other languages, produce printed, audio
and video editions, and release exciting new
works.   

Thank you for your kind support,

Peace and love always  :)

Click to donate now! 

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?business=9VWUPVQYREUM2&no_recurring=0&currency_code=USD


From the marketing dept,

Please share this uplifting book

to help grow this knowledge.

This book is designed to inspire benevolence,

imagination, patience and innovative

communication.  

Please share sphinxpress.org

with friends and family!

We all discover more the more we share!

;)



Your words, thoughts, and actions
are set down in stone as moments

slip into the records of time.
What are you writing?  — Thoth



From the author,

For years, I wanted to write a book that would
creatively help people feel more confident,
generous, and bravely emotional.  A guide that
would encourage readers to explore intuition
and acknowledge inner peace.  I envisaged the
book's style and energy to be curiously inviting
and mysteriously exciting.
I wanted the book to be fun and uplifting!
I sometimes think of my material as
'inspirational fantasy'.  

This book is a meditation—a reinitiation.
The surreal atmosphere throughout is
intended to assist, elevate, and motivate.
This book is ready to support you.
Its aim is to promote the importance of
humanity so that we may openly unite and
celebrate our collective abilities and reimagine
our potential.  I planned and designed this
book so that audiences could find words that
inspire.  Those who sync with the book’s
language will discover a fascinating, innovative
magic.  



The mystical power of our emotions and minds
is unlimited.  Yet many organisations,
institutions, and traditional customs actively
discourage emotional practices.  Emotions are
precious indicators.  Our feelings, memories,
blood, and other natures are sacred libraries.
Emotion is vital. 

We lionize our full potential when we trust
and honor life.  This book encourages us to
see ourselves as extraordinarily creative,
daring, and benevolent beings collaborating
on a miraculous assignment—an illuminating
adventure!

I'm very optimistic about our electrifying
Utopian dream.  I trust the process and love
sharing positive ideas in times that are
challenging.  So many people call for world
peace and harmony.  Deep down, I imagine
that's what we all want.

Together, we conceive, build, and serve
creation.  How we interact is changing fast.
Our technological advances exponentially
mirror our spiritual renascence.  Many things
we agree on or argue about today will matter
less and less in the New Age unfolding now. 



Universal harmony is inevitable.  The next
few generations will transform Earth.

Eventually, politics will dissolve.  Money, as we
know it, will expire—because it will have no
use.  Many laws will be transformed, and most
will become obsolete because agreements will
be valued, flexible, and benevolent.
Providence will help humanity rediscover the
energies of patience, love, responsibility, and
peace.  Love will reign on Earth.  Compassion
will broadcast throughout existence.  Intuitive,
telepathic, enlightened consciousness will
transform humanity.

This book gently introduces The Comfortable.
The Comfortable is a mysterious energy
connecting consciousness through emotional
sensations. The Comfortable is a very familiar,
adventurous, and sentimental intelligence.
Its essence rekindles and stimulates convivial
experiences.  The Comfortable is emotional
grace, and in ways, is reminiscent of the Danish
'hygge' and Japan's 'ikigai'.  The Comfortable is
an empowering, emotive force.
'The Comfortable' is cosmic love. 

Yours truly, Bennise 



Please also find my epilogue p.90-94

The Orwell (1984) excerpts noted in my epilogue
that relate to "thought" and "language"

deserve consideration.

Also, check out our FAQs page at
sphinxpress.org

for other ideas and revelations
presented by Bennise. 



Philosophy is an open book.

Humans are capable of supporting
many points of view at once.

Belief is only part of discovery.  



This book is "alive and conscious."

As an animistic creature,
 it communicates as a being.

It is layered and multifunctional.

Throughout this book is a cryptic
vernacular that communicates
ancient Sgian-Dubh knowledge

that promises to share bold truths with
the enthusiastic mind.
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Patiently reimagine your subconscious. 



Live each moment as if you are
immersed in a loving, "healing ritual",

miraculously helping you transcend
limitations and comprehend the most

fascinating cosmic truths.
 

With a clear, focused mind
be fearless, calm, and kind

while reimagining
your most precious dreams.



Science?
Think about technology and its rapid
exponential potential.  As you reflect on
technology, contemplate how old and vast
existence might be—beyond the observable
(confined) universe that science proffers.
In this 'conceivably' endless, expanding, and
relatively timeless space, is it possible for
beings (conscious energies) to exist who
already use technologies that are many billions
or potentially trillions of years more advanced
than our earthly achievements?
Consider technologies such as virtual reality,
holograms, quantum theory, and artificial
intelligence.  How might virtual reality
technology develop in a few thousand years—
or a million years?  What future does AI have?
For a moment, contemplate the possibilities of
hologram technology. 

recalibrating
ancient futures. 

Prelude



Are realities ancient technologies
derived from mysterious futures?

Perhaps in the future, humans will develop
holographic realms that look and feel cogently
realistic and that seamlessly—as if magically—
manifest within our natural world.
Imagine that in these integrated, virtual spaces,
objects would appear to exist, such as rocks,
that could be weighed, ground up, or sliced into
slabs identical to natural rocks.
Could virtual reality technology advance to the
point where deciphering which rock is a
hologram would require the use of other, more
advanced technologies?

Is it possible that our ostensibly agreed
biological (physical) life is a virtual paradigm
designed, built, and accessible through eternal
sacred technologies?
Is reality already riddled with holograms and
"artificial beings" from other times? —And
other dimensions?  Or, as many individuals ask,
"is reality simulated consciousness"?

Is reality an imagined construct?



You are exemplars and the embodiment of
courage.  As consciousness, you signal and
share sacred wisdom.  You enter worlds to
‘disrupt’ illusions, authoritarian oppressions,
and other abuses.  You are benevolent truth-
keepers who weave through the dimensions to
unlock and recalibrate cosmic memories.
You are compassionate alchemists.
As multidimensionals, you remind energies that
realities are technologies that are continuously
reimagined.  You access and experience eternal
memories.  As heavenly guides, you travel the
dimensions via reincarnations and through
other means to manifest bold truths, revealing
that all realities are alias experiences inspired
by an invisible home that many call "Spirit".  
You verify and promote that all life forces are
avatars of great elusory beings experimenting
with cosmic memory.
Known as the Renegades of Light, you present,
monitor and evolve astonishing inter-
dimensional frequencies to help inform,
reevaluate, and liberate energies.

renegades of light 
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Introduction



You incarnate to observe, restore,
and intuitively rewrite

the living codes of consciousness.  

You are the benevolent Masters of Light who
affirm that enlightenment is experienced
simply by acknowledging wisdom. You discover
this wonder through an eternal process. You
remind energies that wisdom is never resolved.  
You reveal that knowledge, reforming as
intuitive insight, evolves through appreciations
of infinite memory calibrations as a
multidimensional eternity. You share the divine
secrets of belonging and, in creative ways,
reveal that memories and experiences are
sacred Living Libraries.
You remind energies of the Great Hall of
Records, that is home to all that exists, that
recalls all that has been, all that is now, and all
that will ever be.  You show that life is the
experience of reimagining living memories.
As members of the Family of Light, you know
authentic source because you know how to love.  
You inspire and experiment with existence.
You balance and explore realities by recalling
innovative ways to remember. 
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Spirit has no beginning and no end.
Spirit is everywhere and nowhere all at once.
Many of you are fascinated by the great myths
that share stories about the birth of creation,
the heavens, and the gods.  You investigate
impassioned knowledge.  You work with love
to share elemental awareness.

Spirit is omnipresence.  

You are Spirit.  Spirit is you.

life is memory

3

Chapter One



Your memories recall and reform existence.  
As you open memories in this life, you trigger
awareness activation throughout the
dimensions (other lives).  This is how you work.
You live, teach, and learn by example.  You
simultaneously create and immerse yourself
into worlds, bringing bold knowledge.  Through
personal activation (awakening through
challenges), you teach others to do the same. 

You are empyrean guides who travel
dimensions to reveal that all realities are

alias experiences derived from an
invisible home called "Spirit". 

You are naturally a very empathetic person.
This is why, deep down, you feel quietly
optimistic, often generous, and brightly honest
about living a happier and more fulfilling life.
As co-creators, you work in teams to embody
the great dream via collective experiences.
As the Masters of Light, you amplify freedom
to open the sacred pathways.
You open 'The Living Libraries'.  

You are conscious creators.
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You are the exalted keepers of
The Sacred Stones.

 
Collectively, you are the keys to all living worlds
who create, collect, store, retrieve, and revive
knowledge.  You are the true Sonic-Masons,
redeveloping the sacred rhythms of sound.
Through innovative peace, you each help love
reinstate the most probable truths.  Those who
claim "exclusive" authority over secret wisdom
know little about your timeless magic and your
abilities to transform imagination (reality) via
multidimensional memories.  As dreamers, you
share cosmic insights that inspire energies to
open and renew lives.  You present the cosmic
clarity that so many seek.  You are munificent,
confident players who are revered throughout
the dimensions for your contagious altruism.
In contrast, The Dark, although informative,
breeds ignorance, chaos, lies, greed, and
illusions of control.  Sacred energy is perpetual
and magnanimous, sharing illuminating
information.

You are sacred energies.  You are sacred light.
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As you open the doors to worlds within worlds,
you celebrate the trust that love honors.
Others witness your actions, and through your
movement, learn ways to remember
themselves.  You are percipient teachers.
Sharing information is what drives you.  Your
love always gives you the confidence to trust
yourselves, despite fears or consternation.
The illusions of chaos may always exist, yet
deep down, you are never distracted.
Illusions and fear never affect your deep inner
trust, no matter what your conscious self
debates. Your inner/higher self is always at
peace, knowing knowledge is your home as you
lead by example.  Yes, sometimes the Family of
Light experiences great hardships and pains.
In everything you do, you show ways to
discover more meanings, support, and sonic
devices.  Many see you as enigmatic players
who are capable of wearing any disguise to get
the job done.  You are bold.  You experiment
with, manifest, and expose infinite games
within infinite games.  You share the mysteries
that reveal that time and space are only ideas
that help energy engage and contemplate
expression.  You are "Prime Creators".
You are Game Masters.  
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Deep within, you know everything you "need"
to know at any given time.  You are crafty
players, always capable of more.  You re-open
and contribute to the living libraries while you
experience life.  Through immortality, you
express infinite wisdom.  You remember that
eternity is the expression of eternal knowledge.
You are curious energies, continuously
reinventing ways to access the annals of
existence and probability.
You are much more than Time Masters—
you are "Masters of Dreaming".
As immortals, you share ancient (and future)
secrets that invite the re-imagination of
thought.  The greatest minds ever to grace the
Earth would be ecstatic—utterly astounded—to
discover what you cosmically (subconsciously)
understand about existence.  Some of you are
these great "sages of old" reincarnated,
creating influence and peace.  You hold and
share this magic here and now.  You are here,
and you are nowhere, simultaneously.  You are
both creators and creations.  As dreamers, you
occasionally get a glimpse of how wondrous
you are as Spirit.  You are so many things at
once.  You are an "infinite source".
You are the dream.
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Being human is a surreal event.

This book has come to you now—to help you
process your sui generis way of thinking and
doing.  You are re-minding yourselves.
Perhaps this material helps you understand
the confusion or frustration you sometimes
endure?  Be patient with yourself—and others
—as situations unfold.  Stay strong while you
adjust and consciously revaluate your ideas
and beliefs.  You are processing heterogeneous
wisdom.  Perhaps you sense some relief that
this book has come into your life—especially if,
at times, you feel a little isolated or
disheartened when you contemplate the
changes you notice or predict.  You've learned
to accept that you have always struggled to
conform to institutionalism.
You have always sensed a deeper and more
meaningful Earth.  

You are abstract thinkers.  

8



You have always been
awakening your light. 

 

You have never been alone in your thoughts
and ways.  You are never alone.  You are always
loved because you love.  You are loved for
many reasons.  Be humble as you move
forward.  Be mindful of your ego as it screams
for attention.  Re-discover the inner and outer
balance that makes you so great.  Re-imagine
life.  Imagination is memory.  Remember, your
future self acknowledges anything you imagine
now as a memory.

Memory is the core element of reality.
Imagination is the key to life.  Perception
explores ideas.  Memories remind (re-mind).
Power is freedom.  Knowledge is faith.
Trust your inner senses.   

Deep within, you know everything.
Through immortality,

you express infinite wisdom.
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You deliver and exercise the faith that deep
knowledge entrusts to you.  You are inspired to
tell the stories of Earth’s sacred stones in your
own unique way.  You open minds—by opening
hearts—so that authentic freedom is enjoyed,
lived and loved.  You are powerful, passionate
players able to revive and promote deep
compassion throughout existence.  You
reshape prime knowledge by inventing ways to
be more compassionate.  You revere and
protect the importance of family and unity.
You know that everything is connected and
ultimately sacred.  You tune into your ancient
memories through introspection and choice.
You know that decisions create experience.
Your imagination opens your immortal
memory banks.  Your heart helps you explore
memories and make decisions.  The secret to
memory is always choice.  Memories are
emotional records.  You reimagine every
opportunity through conscious and
unconscious deliberations.  You are always
rearranging your multidimensional mind.
You celebrate an imaginative, purposeful life.

Your imagination creates
your experiences.

10



As conscious creators,
you have the keys (abilities) to unlock

your immortal memory banks.

There is no real test in anything you do
—only consequences (experiences).
The way you use and are motivated by power
defines you.  Your experiences inspire you and
have taught you great lessons and responsibilities.  
Your infinite memories reveal that the more
you share wisdom, the more you remember
wisdom.  That is why you spend lifetimes
moving through experiences as teachers,
mentors, and carers.  You know that by helping
others, you help yourself.  In some ways, you
are absolutely selfish while you are eternally
selfless.  You are capable, psychic preceptors.
Your steadfast devotion to helping others is
auspiciously primal.  Your skills are
transcendental and instinctively help you apply
the virtues and resilience of source logic.
You passionately regard existence as family,
as you live to unite worlds.  You build love. 

Your grace is dynamic, abundant,
and innovative. 
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The great (immortal) dream is no secret.  We
are all adept at expressing eternity.  Remember
the song ‘Hotel California’ by The Eagles—where
the final verse sings ‘You can check out any time
you like, But you can never leave!’  We're experts
at living through infinite multidimensional
incarnations.  We never leave existence.  This
book has come to you now to help you recall
who you are so that you may focus on your key
assignment(s) here on Earth at this time.  

The alias version of yourself here (aka your
conscious experience you live here on Earth) has
called this book to help you remember. Make
time to meditate and relax.  Imagine new ways
to feel inspired.  Work your mind through a
more ready and appreciative sense of
emotional abundance.  Celebrate your power.

Every answer is within.
All you need to know is you. 
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As Game Masters, you activate, transform and
translate the languages of the living libraries.
Here on Earth, and throughout this universe
(and in other dimensions), both Family of Light
and Family of Dark exist.  You are mediators for
energies floundering with duality.  As we move
into the Aquarian phase on Earth (in this
dimension), we reimagine (rebirth) a familiar
knowledge that opens a comfortable spirit.
Remember, knowledge is always present.
You extol divine wisdom and unification.

Veils of deceit have been allowed to exist,
causing terrors, during the antinomical free-will
agreement of the Piscean Age.
Obnoxious, dark energies (particularly the
Anunnaki) spuriously promoted themselves as
rulers (gods) on Earth for millennia.  Through
perversions, violence, and twisting your myths
and legends, they tried hard to convince you
that they own you.  These raiders hoped to
influence your stellar voice and Galactic Mind.
Raiding types can't ever control, because it is
impossible to locate figments.

You play the game well.  You are incorporeal.
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Conflicts and oppression are ultimately
illusions.  Illusions are merely aspects of our
dream.  Illusions are always less probable
events.  We are much more than our creations. 

Choice proves our thoughts.
Consequence agrees.

The subjugation of humanity is over as we
evaporate violence, shame, and other
indignities.  We are closing down the tyranny
through our abilities to neutralize chaos.  The
illusion of control is null and void as we each
recall personal ascendancy.  The lower
vibrational energies, who for eons have
promoted so much confusion, are being
karmicly (astrologically) repelled from Earth
and will not be able to access, influence or
incarnate until Gaia's frequency modulations
are complete.  Earth in Aquarius will only invite
love and harmony.  Bloodshed and deceit will
not be part of the new world.  Peace and love
will echo and inspire throughout the cosmos.  

This is Spirit at work. 
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You can access your future memories the same
way you go into your past to receive or offer
healing and appreciation.  Memories (thoughts)
are constantly inspired and nurtured.  Your
future is filled with memories.  Your past heals
you now as you heal the past.  Your future is
both told and untold.  All moments are fluid
immortal experiences created by an unlimited
spiritual force.  Speak with your future selves
that live in other times (other dimensions).

Your future self listens and speaks,
just as your past can touch you in

mysterious ways.

A conversation with yourself is a
multidimensional source filled with ideas,
solutions, and advice.  Get to know yourself in
deeper ways.  Self-communion is a natural
state of wonder.  Your memories are sacred
tools and are alive as knowledge, just as you
are in each present.  The present moment is your
imagined position.  The ever expanding now is
part of what defines you.  You are the Masters
of Memory.  You are more than any thought.
You are a sacred, sharing, and caring source of
power and wonder—a mysterious force.
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As you consciously rejuvenate your Sirian
identity (initiated by the Blue Lodge on Sirius A),
you will sense a new vitality reconnecting you
with phenomenal wisdom.  Awakening this
energy will help you intuit the sacred powers
designed to remind and vivify your memories.
You feel an acceleration.
You know this sensation!  Your conscious self is
being recallibrated by your deep dreaming.
Your higher self is always ahead of the game.

You are the Masters of Reality.

You listen because you can hear your own true
mind.  You know how to connect with Spider
Grandmother.  You are here to influence and
quietly hold the grid open for the next phase of
harmonic convergence.  Your reign is
magnificent.  Your wonders are truly enigmatic.
You are the keepers of the great stones.  You
are the Masters of Destiny.  You remind each
other that god is within.  You each reveal that
we are all gods recalling the sonic mysteries of
light.  We are all renegades of love, examining
and sharing divine sensibility.

We are love.
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You are part of a benevolent force
creating positive change. 

You protect the sempiternal collaboration of
benignant energies that reshape destinies
within our eternal dream.  You raise (inspire)
compassionate awareness throughout
existence (memory).  You are illusive energies
who, as a collective long before dynastic Egypt,
holographically transferred (installed) the great
pyramids of Giza—among multitudes of other
stone circles and complexes—to reform
consciousness, monitor inter-dimensional
forces and ignite miraculous solidarity.  You
have close ties with the animal, mineral, and
plant kingdoms of consciousness, so much of
your work is disguised as natural formations,
seismic activity, and other terraqueous
phenomena.  In these moments (in this period
of the great precession of the equinoxes), you are
known as the Spirit of Aquarius.  You reign,
because love reigns.  You are the water bearers
(light keepers) who reimagine time, space and
other constructs.  You are messengers of
divine truth and love.  

Aquarius / Aqua (water/rain) / reign
- rius (Sirius) = Sirian Reign (Reign in Sirius)

17
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At times you get a glimpse
of the vast, staggering power of

the imperious players and teams
who prefer to communicate through

menacing esoteric skirmishes.

Sometimes you feel like
David, confronting Goliath!

The violent, controlling
and deluded autocratic types,

are often resistant and unrepentant.

You patiently work, knowing
you have every energy in order,

and that love reigns.

Our divine Sgian-Dubh technologies are
always illusive, unified, and sovereign.  



One morning, Horus woke from a dream.
His sharp eyes widened, and his mind
remembered.  In his dream, Horus "the great
falcon" had seen a vision—an unearthly
inspiration.  Recalling his reverie, Horus
remembered that his sacred sister Ibis had
shown him clues—a great secret of secrets.
Ibis had shown him the way of the light.  Ibis
had taken Horus beyond, trusting in him to
know the most sacred, divine truths.

Contemplating his dream, Horus recalled the
ascendant lesson the Ibis had shared.
Horus now knew the regnant knowledge—the
whole story—within.  From his vision, Horus
remembered why the "great river goddess"—
the Hippopotamus—reigned and why all
creatures revered her.
Horus could see the "spider mother" in the
belly of the beetle.  Horus recalled Ibis telling
him that, for deliverance, the river goddess had
eaten the beetle whole.  

19

Intermission
(Horus' Dream)
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Under the fire of Ra—the great sun—, Horus
could sense both creatures within the
benevolent queen as she bathed in the "great
serpent"—the Nile.  Horus remembered spider
mother spinning her web in the beetle’s heart.
He recalled her tapestries—her spinnings.

Before this new knowledge, this secret, Horus
had always known his strengths.  He was a
respected flyer—a fearless hunter.  Horus had
always been a graceful servant to his people
—a mighty intelligence.

Quickened by his dream teachings, Horus
moved his mind beyond time and, while
looking out across his kingdom, wondered why
it was not himself who punished the beetle and
had his belly filled.  He questioned.

On this first morning, Horus laid his dream to
rest and prepared for his day.  Stepping into the
air, Horus shaped his wings and flew high into
the heavens.  Horus looked down upon the
great land and sacred river.  He could see the
smile of the crescent garden set in the "golden
light" of the sands.  Horus could see his
brothers and sisters everywhere. 
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Over three days, Horus gathered his food nine
times.  For his ninth meal, he found a golden
beetle—a tasty finish to the third day's hunt.
Contented, Horus looked towards the closing
sun for another day. 

On the fourth day, Horus again contemplated
his dream that uttered the wise words that his
sister had set forth.  Anew, Horus stretched out
his feathers and sailed up into the sun’s path.
Under Ra's watchful eye, Horus followed the
falling moon as he hunted from the silver
clouds.  As Horus looked back over his wings,
he noticed a shadow pass over Ra's warm face. 
The sun god watched on as the moon led
Horus into the blood-red line radiating from
the central needle—The Great Pyramid.
As Horus decorated the azure sky, Ra turned to
his brothers.  Khonsu replied by lighting a new
path for Horus—the shadow followed.  Ra
cleared his throat and called out to Horus with
flaming arms while pulling at the falcon's wind.
The moon quietly observed the shadow curl
and continue the chase.  Spiralling towards Ra's
magnetic light, Horus looked over his shoulder
three times.  First, Horus saw an archer bearing
a golden bow.
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Horus quickly returned his gaze and beheld a
golden-winged lion following him.  On the third,
Horus saw himself—larger by three—holding a
golden serpent.  Bewildered, Horus felt his
exhaustion as Ra's blaze burned at his eyes.
Afraid, Horus soared higher and faster
throughout the day and into the night.

On the fifth day, the falcon sensed Ra's lucent
presence—rising—lurking.  With the shadow
still following, Horus noticed the sky becoming
brighter—lighter.  Horus was breathless and
longed to rest on the verdant greens below.
Overwhelmed, Horus closed his eyes and
tightly blended his wings against his weakened
body. Then, with his eyes fixed shut—Horus fell. 
Strangely, within his mind, Horus could see
himself fall.  For the first time, Horus looked
out from the shadow—from within this other,
larger self.  Horus could feel the lifeless snake
in his talons.  From his shadow self, Horus
sensed himself falling through the new dawn.
Horus felt the rains and other falling skies
throughout himself—a lowering of the heavens.
At this, Ra, the great sun, opened his mouth.  
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From his open gate, Ra's fiery tongue broke the
shadow into three.  The dead snake dropped
into the sea—the blue light.

Still falling—dying—Horus opened his eyes to
his final dawn, the morning's light.
Ra's crown tipped the horizon and again fired
his love—this time breaking the clouds and
"every" shadow.

Annealed by Ra's blessing, Horus opened his
powerful, aureate wings.  His fear had
abandoned him, and a familiar pride took
Horus back to his path in the sky.

Horus remembered his dream.

He remembered why. 

One of the earliest Egyptian gods, Neith (also known as Net, Neit, or Nit),
was worshipped at the beginning of the Pre-Dynastic Period (c. 6000–3150
BCE).  The goddess Neith, renowned in ancient Egypt as the "spinner" and
"weaver" of destiny, was closely associated with the spider and is said to
have created existence using her sacred loom.  According to some
interpretations, it is believed that Neith was present at the formation of the
worlds and is thought to be the one who gave birth to Atum (Ra), who
subsequently consummated the act of creation.  In "The Contendings of
Horus", Neith, the spinning creator mother, chooses who will rule Egypt
and, by extension, "all that shall ever be".  Additionally, click beetle and cow
motifs were also inexplicably affiliated with Neith in very early Egypt, and
scientific evidence purports that cows and hippos share their progenitor.
Google:  Spider Mother creation myths /e.g.: "The Navajo" and "Hopi" 
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Seven Stars

“Peace, unity and harmony!”

— Cathy Freeman

Google: 'Cathy Freeman lighting cauldron videos'

See also, the 'Seven Sisters of the Pleiades'

and their importance in every indigenous mythology.

"In sacred love, the seven sisters gathered
under the light of the moon, passing the flame
of spirit to the great swan who mirrored a
rainbow's dream.  Upon the sea of time, the
first woman raised the honored light of the
stars.  In a ring of fire, thunderous flames
roared throughout the waters—calling
heaven's stones—as the mother's craft lifted
hearts blessing echoes of freedom."

"Within a circle of flames," the ibis praised the
stones of knowledge, "and of her gift, freedom's
reign washed the kindred hearts of men as the
deific wings of Horus opened the heavens."

https://quotefancy.com/cathy-freeman-quotes


open source
(the galatic mind)
When we share knowledge,
we open our "Galactic Mind".

You have the ability to hyperlink
information from other times
and dimensions by intuiting experiences
and technologies from universal
memories (our "Galactic Mind").
Actuate advanced knowledge and other
mysterious sciences through "conscious
meditations" with future, past, and
alternate memories.  Reimagine intuition.
Micro-meditate by flashing through
favourite memories, imagery, words, and
other personally motivating sentiments to
help you reset your mood.  Rephrase your
priorities, memories, and motivation.
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You always find ways to see the beauty in
your lives, even in your darkest times.  Your
resilience is superlative despite the frustration
you sometimes feel when you contemplate
ideologies—or when you are impatient or hard
on yourselves about personal issues,
communication, and other concerns.
As renegades, you are emotional trailblazers
who sometimes feel alone when dealing with
thoughts and emotions.  You are sensitive
creatures.

As cosmic mentors, you are always helping
others.  Your compassion is infectious.
Many acknowledge your transcendent ways.
You are veracious and naturally inspire many to
earnestly develop insight, creativity, and
abundance.  Renegades of Light are great
leaders.  Your admirers sense your courage.
You are inter-dimensional paragons of loving
peace.  You are daring, adventurous thinkers. 

We help one another multidimensionally.
We are the Renegades of Love. 
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You are nimble extramundane guides who
continuously rearrange ideas and realities that
help celebrate the galactic mind.  You imagine
and augment systems of consciousness to
promote authentic freedom.  You tweak things
just right to help love shine bright.  You are
mysterious, pioneering visionaries.  You are
cosmic revolutionists.  You promote the
frontiers of wisdom and forgiveness.  You
always share new and valorously developed
ways to express/experience consciousness. 

You are the most ancient beings
from countless, indeterminable futures.

You manage infinite points of time.

You continue to help others by helping
yourselves recall patience.  By intending to heal
and share wisdom, you positively communicate
and action comfortable change.  Patience is a
sacred art.  When we are kind, life is easier.
When we are forgiving and patient with
ourselves, we find it easier to be patient with
the changes happening around us.

Welcome imaginative patience. 
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The peaceful world you have been dreaming of
is unfolding.  You know this within.  So what’s
the rush?  Live a little. Take time off from your
habit of feeling all the weight of this revolution
on your shoulders.  Remember, you work in
great teams.  There are countless members of
the Family of Light on Earth at this time going
through emotions just like you (especially when
you consider the work being done by the animals,
plants, and other energies that share the dream).
Your environment is alive with consciousness.
Continue helping one another by each listening
to yourselves.  Your inner heart is your truer
mind.  Think and feel from your solar plexus
(your gut).  Inhale positivity—exhale positivity—
and repeat.  Experiment with conscious
breathing through any part of your body.
Create imaginary chambers and settings to
help you meditate.
Let your ego radiate patience and love.

You are fearless, but at times, we all can be
foolish.  If you find yourself feeling broken, lost,
or stressed, then—laugh a little.  Laugh at the
silliness that worry brings.  Remind yourself
that hard times eventually pass and that things
get easier.   
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Remember, ‘Everyone has their shit going on.’
Not one being on this planet is without
problems.  Everyone is dealing with areas of
difficulty in their life.  We're all working through
challenges.  Q. Why do some people hurt or
want to control others?  A. Often oblivious or in
denial about their own problems, some
individuals try to discharge or reallocate their
pain through audiences.  Oppressors wallow in
the dark and unconsciously practice poverty
thinking.  Would-be-monocrats often resent the
prosperity of others because, on some level,
they find it difficult to gracefully embrace
abundance themselves.  Even the wealthiest
and most influential, who appear to have it all,
are ruled by fear and constraint.  Why are so
many individuals reluctant to equitably share
their prosperity, opportunities, ideas, and
resources?  Why do many individuals want to
withhold, limit, distort or control information?
Why do so many desire more wealth, power,
fame, control, and attention? 

“He, who is not contented with
what he has, would not be contented

with what he would like to have.”
- Socrates



You are cosmic hot-shots reimagining timeless
memories.  You are not here to be earthly rich
and famous (even though some of you already
are or perhaps will be in accordance with the
divine plan), nor are you here to rest on your
laurels or use your intuitive abilities to forecast
winning lottery numbers.
As renegades, you are here in action,
celebrating a multidimensional assignment to
recall and recalibrate memories.  Your work is
preciously honored throughout existence.
Your subtle movements teach ways to activate
knowledge.  You gamely, instinctively
unite the kingdoms of consciousness. 

Your spiritual presence supports Earth's
realignment with the galactic centre by guarding
the reopening (clearing) of the planet's telluric
fields.  Your creativity helps energies intuit a
conscious sense of connection with our galactic
records (cosmic memories).
You actively rebirth and harmonize knowledge
by reminding yourself that everything is
connected.  Your thoughts communicate and
manifest realities.

You are sacred teachers.
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You are great and perfect
with all of your imperfections.
You are wiser than any truth.

You are superstar spiritualists who inspire and
create opportunities for genuine peace.  You
reiterate, "There's no place like home." by
living life knowing that 'it's all a dream!'  Your
life lessons transform and motivate you, and by
coping with challenges, you also help others
recognize and recalibrate their wisdom.  It’s
always a win-win.  You showcase tenacious
genius.  You are living proof that creativity is
the cornerstone of imagination and that
imagination is the prime source (building
blocks) of manifestation.  You artfully resist the
mass media hype (collective hypnosis) that
aggrandizes powerlessness, fear and chaos.

Imagination is paramount.

Imagine new ways to access ancient
knowledge.  Your natural wisdom
promotes meditating with cosmic

radiation (star energies).
You re-store imaginative consciousness.
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Forgiveness heals.
Forgiveness is sacred.

When you practice forgiveness, you stop being
angry.  For you, forgiveness might mean letting
go of things, moving on, or even facing some
fears.  Forgiveness is connected with many
positive thoughts, feelings, and actions.
Forgiveness is hope.  Forgiveness is patience.
Forgiveness is strength.  Forgiveness is love.
Forgiveness is every good thing.  Forgiveness is
never a bad thing.  Forgiveness is power.
Use your power to protect your space as you
open forgiveness.  Forgiveness does not mean
dropping your guard or being reckless.
Forgiveness does not mean letting others
repeat actions or behaviors that you forgave.
Forgiveness does not suggest that you must
remain in situations that have reminded or
taught you about things you don't like or want.  
Allowing yourself to forgive means letting go of
the anger and disappointment that limits you
from trusting your path.

Forgiveness guides and protects you.
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Forgive the past
to open your future.

Move into your moments
with a forgiving heart.

Family of Light live and breathe forgiveness.
Forgiveness is one of the primary tools you use
to recalibrate worlds.  At times, you struggle to
forgive, but you know forgiving helps you push
through difficult challenges.  Forgiveness
strengthens you.  You work hard to enrich
moments with the spirit of forgiveness because
you know forgiveness works miracles.
Forgiveness inspires good will.  Forgiveness is
equanimity.  Forgiveness heals.

Many of you actively promote
that "forgiveness" is medicine.
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You always know more.
Each moment proves this.

You activate transcendental technologies to
recall memories that help you learn more
about imagination.  You re-mind areas of
consciousness (realities) where Family of Dark
‘appears’ to govern that Family of Light exists
everywhere and that celebrating divine light
(sacred knowledge) imbues the greatest
freedom.  Remember, deep knowledge is faith.   
The "light of love" is authentic, benign
indulgence.  You share divine mysteries.

In attempts to limit and control energies, the
knowledge associated with dark energy focuses
on promoting fear, conflict, and disinformation.  
Although 'The Dark' is a library of knowledge, it
is delimiting, no matter how vast or powerful it
seems.  You are limitless—divine.  Regardless of
how controlled things appear, you successfully
rewrite freedoms.
The emptiness (lack of knowledge) is only part
of the whole you imagine.  You share secret
wisdom.  You promote unity.
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Every encounter (every experience)
is reimagined memory.

You are an alias, true source,
and spirit all at once.

Your bodies are the avatars of Spirit.
Spirit has no beginning and no end.
Spirit is nowhere and everywhere.

The truth you promote is authentic peace.
Authentic peace is where power, knowledge,
fear, and anger rest.  Your peace celebrates our
universal family.  In this sacred space (this
loving peace), belonging confidently values the
shift that intuits sovereign majesty.  When you
focus on benevolence—your magic—you
recognize that doubt and opposition never
exist.  You are always where love is.

You are immortal love. 
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Open your mind within your heart.  Notice your
presence as you peacefully inhale and exhale
fearlessness.  Notice your charm and wisdom.
Your love shines boldly.  Sense your belonging
and quiet wisdom.  Recognize your abilities and
contributions.  Consider how many times
you've been told you're "amazing,"
"appreciated," and "loved."  
  

Why do you sometimes forget the support
and love you have in your life?

Why do you sometimes hide your
confidence?  

Why, at times, do you struggle to appreciate
that so many people specifically come to you for
guidance, comfort, and strength?  Many sense
that you know and share life's mysteries. Those
who love you love being around you.
Many people acknowledge how genuine, lively,
and wise your dreamer ways are.
Your transformations help others learn more
about themselves.  You are appreciated.
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As with every reality, our physical life—here and 
now—is an imaginary realm.  In all aspects of
awareness your admirers watch you expertly
direct, protect and preserve wisdom.  So many
are in awe with your renegade skills.  In turn
they protect and teach you, so you may
continue to unfold more lessons in support of
harmony and truth.  So many love you.
In return, you love and admire so many.
Countless assemblies of cosmic ‘Game-Masters’
venerate your skills and are motivated by your
magic.  You show and tell the most wonderful,
prodigious and marvellous stories and ideas.
As acclaimed members of The Galactic
Federation of Light you remind existence that no
possession, position or location compares to
the fundamental power and influence of our
imaginations.  You encourage others to protect
their sovereign power and to explore the
wisdom of the mind, heart and soul.  As truth-
sayers you rewrite the living codes of
consciousness.  You are graceful influencers.

Everyone needs help and love.
You naturally unite hearts and minds. 

You share honesty.
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Compassion is
the new religion emerging. 

Compassion is not a place of worship.

Compassion is an act of kindness and is the
nature of love.  Compassion often springs from
hardship.  Compassion is empathy.
In ways, compassion is what the dark times
inadvertently teach/remind us.

When we remember or revisit pain and
suffering, we instinctively reach to understand,
heal and connect with deep awareness.  This is
where forgiveness, patience, and trust help.
As we merge with realities complicated by
torment and duality, we awaken to activate the
bright light of harmony.

We recalibrate memories.

Compassion is love.  Compassion speaks,
feels and reminds hearts to open oneness

and belonging.  Compassion is unity.
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Conflict is suffering.

Discernment is an intuitive skill.  Perceptions
can sometimes deceive.  The old saying avers,
'Not everything is as it seems.'
Trust and knowledge are both eternal lessons.
Experiences are opportunities to learn new
ways to work with memory.  Protect yourselves
through conscious deliberations and
confidence.  Consciously activate and shield
your spiritual magic.

Maintain your honesty.
Remember, 'deception attracts deception'. 

Protect your intuition.   

Smoke can reveal—or blind.
Mirrors can reflect, deflect and indicate.

As you live your dream, trust that you
inspire visions of prime consciousness.  
Re-imagine your wonder.  Protect love. 
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Empathy is Telepathy.

When we include, we open compassion.
When we exclude, we invite division.
Empathy is telepathy.  As we explore inner
knowledge and work towards building unity,
remember the importance of keeping safe.
Remind yourselves that not everyone is ready
for the Cosmic Party that the Family of Light
attends.  Family of Dark have their own
agendas, so perhaps be mindful and discerning
about the knowledge, activities and
conversations you share with others.
You show the way by living your light.
Everyone processes awareness individually.
This is a time of self activation.
Aquarius awakens every life form.  When we
appreciate life we notice that we are all
exceptional and that every moment is a sacred
event.  Your choices teach and transform you.
Your thoughts, words and actions tell the
universe - loud and clear - what you are all
about.  Contemplate your thoughts and
feelings.  Exercise your mind through your
body temple.  Take a look at what you think,
say and do.
Like words, thoughts and actions speak.
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Harmony is belonging.  Unity is sacred.

Love connects and supports decisions.
Practice intuitive thought.  Exercise your
abilities to draw on ideas and memories that
will be positive and inspirational.
Stay confident!  Communicate with your
multidimensional self.  Use your imagination to
navigate and interpret your intuition.  Reach
out lovingly to your ancestors and descendants
for guidance and other assistance.  Creatively
restate your promise to live harmoniously,
absolutely, and beneficently.  Remind yourself
to re-call love.  

You are innovative futurists able to look
beyond, within, and in all other directions.
You are the founders of creation.  Accept that
you are more than you imagine at this time.
Your wonder inspires honorable momentum,
curiosity and forgiveness.  You are healers. 

You have the power to discern which truths
and realities are more probable and trusted.
Deep decision is always sensational and
unpredictable.  Trust is knowledge.  Trust is
choice.  Home is always faith.  Trust yourself.
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Your loved ones, friends, and others are
recalling wisdom in different ways.  Each of us
is uniquely independent within our universal
collective.  It’s important that we all have
patience with one another—especially in times
of great upheaval and dynamic change.
Remember (imagine) ways to appreciate each
other as the changes unfold.  We are all
recalibrating our own personal links to the
Galactic Centre and other areas of our vast
imaginary existence.

Focus your Galactic Mind.

Give each other space to realign and heal.
Most of you have been through some tough
challenges recently so take the time to adjust
and renegotiate your feelings.  You have
incredible support.  Abundance is knowing that
you are always prosperous.  Your compassion
ensures that everything is in order.  Breathe
into and out from the cosmic intelligence you
know and feel deep within.  Rediscover your
own familiarity with The Comfortable.

You are spiritual guides.
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Times are changing, just as they do all the time.  
Yet this time, now as humans in this dimension,
you have facilitated the obliteration of the
illusionary totalitarian Annunaki net that, for
thousands of years, was designed to try to
control and limit Earth's energies.  Your
mysterious powers are relighting (reactivating)
the stones of wisdom.  You show ways to
reclaim and reconfigure sovereignty.
Your Sirian mind is majestic.
You are the 'Reigning Cats and Dogs'.
You have always been.  You are debarring the
ideas and actions associated with believing in
taxes and gods.  You are laying the foundations
to rephrase monetary systems into free credit
agreements.  You are changing everything. 

You are remembering (restoring)
your power. 

Time is always on your side.
Even if you know someone who is very old or
someone who is dying (or perhaps you yourself
are dealing with illness) know that we are all
immortal.  Not one 'Renegade of Light' is leaving
this galactic assignment anytime soon.
No life force ever leaves existence.
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Right now, Earth is center stage.

The Aquarian transformation is an auspicious
event.  Each moment, as we move with
Aquarius, the bridges linking "the here and
now" on Earth within "the heavens" will
become more and more visible.  You will begin
to recognize that there is no space at all.
Everything is imagination.  In a few
generations there will be no debate to contest
the fact that we are immortals.  Life and death
as we know it will be transformed.  We are
reviving our indigenous knowledge about living
and dying.  Open, lucid and conscious
ascension (reincarnation) will return to this
system.  Mainstream science in late 21st
century and into the next, will seriously engage
in learning more about "the spirit of things".
Many individuals will be immersed in unfolding
sacred truths about cosmic memory and Spirit’s
fascinating technologies.  The awareness that
many spiritualists have foretold will emerge
through compassion, just as technologies via
inventions and ideas have marvelled people
throughout the ages. 

We are cosmic energy. 
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Open your heart to see.
Open your mind to feel.

Our multidimensional nature reflects (reveals)
astonishing skills and information.  When we
eruditely contemplate imagination, we
rediscover profound, graceful knowledge.
Our unified compassion is ushering in an age of
elemental harmony.  We showcase primordial
wisdom through love.

Science, learning, and religion will be
revolutionised as we embrace this new era of
valuing unlimited inner-knowledge.
Trust—aka intuition—will replace enforcement.
Harmony will be truly valued.  By the end of the
twenty-first century, many laws and ordinances
will be obsolete.
Trust reigns. 

Time isn’t slipping away.
You are simply slipping through

the imagination of time.
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You are the reincarnation of
the greatest force.  You are love.

It’s time now to accept your responsibilities.
The blame game is passé.  It doesn’t matter
how you were treated or how challenging life
has been at times, the change you face now
invites you to action your greatest power—
LOVE.
You have never been the victim.
Your challenges push you to think and act.
Every experience helps you recall and
reanimate your power.  

Overall, your sacred abilities are truly
indescribable.  Your spiritual tenacity and
resilience are astonishing.  You are the
founding (prime) creators, constantly reforming
all that was, is, and will ever be.
You are magnificent dreamers honoring love
heralding the feminine Age of Aquarius.

You influence existence.
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[We, the incorporeal.]  The more they
push, thinking we are being cornered, the
more they come to accept that there isn't
a corner behind us at all.  The more they

try to force, the more they notice a
pyramidal shape pushing against and

into them.  They'll eventually understand
that limitations are illusions.

They will remember and honor love.

For millennia, the Annunaki (of Nibiru) and
their cronies have branded themselves as your
superiors through your governments, religions
and other institutions. *(Google: Plato's Cave)
Raiders (elitists) have attempted to hijack your
system many times but naturally, always fail.
You cannot be controlled - because you are
primarily intangible.  As Spirit, we are bringing
an end to war and tyranny as we gently
discharge energies that support hegemony,
conflict, and confusion.  The demonic faux
reign of the lower vibrational energies is over.
Our Sirian magic is laying the groundwork for
an ingenious and benevolent era that openly
acknowledges divine wisdom and love.  You are
Masters of Frequency.  You are omnipotent.
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You are bringing down The Roman System, the
prevailing iteration of a previous World Order
that was updated about 2000 years ago at what
is sometimes referred to as 'Zero Point' to
reform the attempt to institutionally dominate
the inhabitants of Earth (in this dimension).
To this day, behind this establishment, are
those who believe themselves to be your
rulers, who, in-turn, are martially dominated by
iniquitous inter-dimensional forces.  In recent
decades, there has been an endeavour to
construct a revised, technological New World
Order.  In response, Sirian forces (and others)
are conducting recondite (sphinx) operations in
this reality and other realms.  The cabbalistic
Annunaki broadcast is being magnetically
annihilated by benevolent solidarity.  

You are dismantling a system that cruelly
programmed limitation and fear. 

 
The Roman System clandestinely trained your
ancestors to play out duality in the most violent
ways.  You know that many historical accounts
are embellished or mangled truths intended to
confuse (limit) the human race's intellect and
emotions.  Conquerors write the history books.
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The Roman System, like previous world orders,
was established to divide and conquer, causing
your forebears to choose fear over love.
Consequently, your ancestors consciously (and
unconsciously) passed submissive traits (fear) to
their children.  The Machiavellian psychological
warfare and other elaborately complex
strategies used by these raiders to set up
illusions of control was intergenerational.
Oblivious to the covert agendas, your
ancestors were beguiled to choose authority
over autonomy.  Generations were blinded by
grandiloquent governance and unmindfully
taught their children to obey and follow orders
from royalty, then the public state, and later
the Church (religions).  Your cultural traditions
are riddled with rituals that encourage
followers to sacrifice their rights (powers) and
worship the illusion that higher powers exist
outside their bodies and that control belongs to
‘other’ forces.  Malevolently spellbound, the
myrmidon (minions) who enforce blind
authority serve dark, violent energies. 
 

For thousands of years, humans were
taught to believe they were subservient

to the "illusion of a greater power".
   49



For eons, generations of humans have been
prepensely guided to believe that magic is evil.
Magic is not evil, only what someone does with
magic reveals who they are.  The ancient
legends that annotate your 'genuine origin lore'
have been contaminated with misinformation
and other garbled propaganda in an attempt to
prevent generations from living (knowing) their
sacred path and talents.  Your spiritual gifts
allow you to perform heavenly missions and
brave other transformative cosmic adventures.
You protect sacred memories.  Take a closer look
at the traditions that the indigenous peoples
recall and share with us.  Look inside yourself
to find out more about what you know. 

Many cultural rituals (developed over
eons) are psychological procedures

designed to induce or limit behaviours.

Through cosmic memories, Family of Light
knew of the Annunaki raid of consciousness
happening well before the event.  Family of
Light protected the inner secrets (inner-sense)
by inducing a state of abeyant (dormant)
consciousness while punctiliously experiencing
every detail of the complex incursion.    
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You enter worlds to dismantle tyrannies.

Throughout the lower realms of existence,
religions and governments repeatedly attempt
to establish domineering influence.  In contrast,
you promote divine acumen and sovereignty. 
You naturally protect and engage using sacred
energies.  As spirit avatars here on Earth, and in
other places simultaneously, you observe and
transform chaos and other illusions.  Through
your third eye and via other mysterious
technologies you possess, you effectively
consecrate beneficence.  Remember, you are
the insurrection, who remind aggressive
energy-raiders of their own infirmities and
omissions.  You protect love by loving.
You keep love energised.  You constantly
reimagine memory.  You gallantly explore the
mysteries of our living libraries.  You are light
bearers.  You dissolve perversions.  You are
always on duty performing divine, mysterious
skills that are often subtle, disguised or
invisible.  Much of your work is undetectable.
Your noble cosmic powers protect and restore
wisdom.  You are indomitable, assiduous
energies constantly reimagining existence.
You are convening a Golden Age.
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At all times, like loving flames,
groups of humans, animals, plants

and other mysterious lifeforms
reserve a quiescent state of awareness

to protect specific memories.

The Family of Light have been "here"
throughout the journey into—and now, out of
—duality.  As gifted creators, you reimagine
existence.  As source, you help universes recall
the deep patterns of wisdom and equality.  

You are a loving sacred force.  You are a
gracious, imaginative "spirit" intimately
connected to the divine secrets of Spider
Grandmother’s web.  You are great vaticinators,
celebrating the wisdom of "prime enigma"
inherent within us all.
You are keepers of the eternal Galactic Mind.
Naturally, you are source energy.  

Your sonic memories are always intact
(connected) within our Galactic Mind.
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You are angels. 

As angels, you solemnize life.  You summon
information.  You unlock wisdom throughout
the dimensions.  In profound, subtle ways, you
perform infinite wonders as you share cosmic
mysteries.  You apport wonders.  You are the
immortal winged Masters of Light who herald
the divine plan.  Many regard you as the
quintessence of forgiveness and love.

You are love.  You are divine.
You mobilize loving truths.

Each of you is an intuitive virtuoso of magic.
You have developed this power throughout
infinite time.  You eagerly share the secret of
intuition and remind energies that the path to
deciphering the mysteries and logic of
divination is to be honest, loving, and benign.
You exemplify that empathy allows energies to
activate intuitive strengths.  You explain that
empathy is a hallowed key.
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Your wisdom is always intuitive.  As keepers of
pathways and bridges connecting the great
libraries you master memories.  You trace
through timelines and are able to predict
because you rewrite moments constantly.
Many of you in this life notice your clairvoyant
skills.  You naturally observe and practice
sacred love.  You work with many instincts.
You use technologies that are both ancient and
futuristic.  You always share new insights and
bring wonderful tools to the worlds you
liberate.  You see beyond and within.  You
know what is hidden and often point out
details and ideas that others struggle to see,
trust or focus on.  You play cosmic peak-a-boo.  

You are the sacred keys here to
unlock the great stones of knowledge. 

The stories of Earth are filled with truths and
lies.  You are here to practice the great secret
that is honest and whole.  You point out the
dark and the light.  Your intent awakens
authentic peace and absolute freedom as you
re-present divine knowledge.
You are divine love.  
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Empathy is one of the sacred keys.
The greatest power is always love.

In each of your incarnations, you deliberately
repress aspects of your cosmic awareness in
order to effectually acclimate and 'blend in' so
you may learn new ways to experience and
regenerate wisdom.  You are always on
assignment.  By immersing yourselves into
worlds that struggle with autocratic energies
you instinctively recall (recreate) experiences
that are designed to illuminate authentic truth.  
Your imagination is dynamic, fertile, and
abundant.  In ways, you operate as cosmic
auto-pilots, traversing wisdom via experiences.  
You are continuously impulsed by your higher
selves.  As avatars, you are always ahead of the
game.  You are psychic guardians here to
restore liberties.  At all times, despite any
conflict, you action the greatest freedom.
You transform tyrannies by exposing the
illusions of chaos and duality.  You remind
energies that conflict and opposition are always
less probable.  You reimagine and protect
information highways, bridges, and
intersections that unify existence. 
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You rewrite the living codes of consciousness
so that others can learn new ways to deploy
their inner power and abilities to express divine
sovereignty.  You help each other.  You move
into systems to raid the raiders who set up
frequency grids to try to control and limit
energies.  You transform technologies.

You are ingenious magicians,
able to awaken minds and hearts.

You are here, in this life, redefining the layered
aspects of consciousness.  You vibrate an
enigmatic charm.  You understand the
mysteries of the blood and the sacred sounds.
You reimagine the sacred stones.  You are the
wizards of light who manifest and re-create the
amazing sonic mysteries of life.  You present
these mysteries simply by being here, whether
or not you are in a body or without one.  Your
energy is motivating.  You are Masters of Sound
here to help free lives and share sacred
knowledge. 

We each represent divine living truth.
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You validate authentic energy through your
ability to trust your own power. Deep down,
you trust yourselves no matter how things
seem or how you react (re-act).
You are game-masters, playing the game—
recalibrating connectivity via new imaginings of
the Galactic Centre.  You are influencing and
transforming every dimension simultaneously.
You dance an arcane dance, delivering advice
by presenting intuitive actions using sacred
technologies.  You share infinite powers.  You
are illusive players able to do many things
without ever really showing your cards.  You
teach your tricks by encouraging others to
open their "inner-light".  You teach in countless
ways.  You are way-showers pointing in every
direction, adjusting angles as you rebuild the
sacred shapes of destiny and authentic
limitlessness.
You practise sacred geometry.
You are the guardians of liberty.  You are
peacemakers and lovers of life.  You are the
inscrutable explorers of deep empathy.
You are kind.

You are living The Comfortable. 
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You are Dream Masters. 

You champion authentic freedoms.
The life you live is the protected knowledge
revered and loved throughout existence.
Your journey is your trust.  True faith is your
wisdom.  You are honored instructors
gracefully re-energizing the reformations of
consciousness.  Like the Ankh, you breathe life.

You are knowers, able to reshape anything
within every dream.  You bravely yet humbly
showcase the mysterious Knower’s Arc.

You are Time Masters (bridge keepers) able to
rewind memories through your intuitive
abilities to work with sacred sound.

You know.  
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Ascension is realization.
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Telepathy makes everyone accountable.
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The imaginative mind reimagines itself.

Exercise thought.  Revise imagination.
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The master falconer does not use bindings,
leashes, or training.  The master falconer does
not throw commands or bait.  Instead, the
master dreamer invites family to join the dance
in the sky.  The 'Open Falconer' becomes one
with the sacred bird and shares in the
celebration of blended movement.  With open
hearts and the ability to look into and from
each other's minds, they both touch the
heavens and the earth.  As they spin, hover,
glide, and dive, predicting (knowing) each
other's moves, they feel and resonate the
moments, connections, and emotions of truth.

Like the indigenous hunter who calls The Eagle
to help see over the mountain days ahead of
the attack,'Open Falconers' point out the visions
and other memories of the heart and mind.
As guardians, each is a benevolent, magical
teacher of grace and abundance—
a "Master of Light".  Each one of them is love.

open falconry

Addendume 
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Falconry, often dubbed the "sport of kings",
is popular globally and is speculated to have
originated around 2000BC.

Conversely, Open Falconry, a much older and
far less known practise and reminiscent of the
"language of the birds"—studied by initiates in
ancient mystery schools, such as those of pre-
dynastic Egypt—witnessed individuals refining
a spiritual art that praised secrets of the
natural world.

Although a masterful, fascinating, and adroit
sport, modern falconry is not comparable with
the mysterious language that falconers studied
in ancient times.  The modern falconer is not
privy to the quiet mysticism the original flyers
experienced.  If it is to be their journey, much
like a cyclist who removes their training wheels,
the modern falconer must learn to trust the
union one is able to share with nature.
The neophyte—novice 'Open Falconer'—is
inspired to dance a true flyer's path.
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144th and 183rd degree energies (Lion
Consciousness) descending/eminating from the
Great Blue Lodge of Sirius, triggers mysterious
geometry.  This Providence is now officially
presenting illuminating reprisal in response to
the corruption committed by the arrogant
elites who do bidding for dark, mostly
discarnate energies who—for eons—have tried
to rule your experiences on Earth.

Google:  The Allegory of the Cave (aka Plato's
Cave) to get a sense of this human dilemma. 
  

Karmic energies balance memories.
Karma delivers consequence.

reign in sirius
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Lion Consciousness from the Blue Lodge on
Sirius A (backed honorably by countless benign
allies) manifest throughout the cosmos.
These partnerships (alignments) are
mysterious experiences (connections) that
provide foundations for the Age of Love.  They
are spiritual movements (updates) installed to
reveal the most probable realities while
representing the divine Eye of Providence (in
association with the Ankh).  Many cultural
memories recall this paragon through various
patronages.  This knowledge is reminiscently
known as the Eye of God.  Celtic tribes name
their reverence for this love 'The Stone'.
The Celts also name this loving patronage
'The Clach' and most popularly, 'Sgian-Dubh'.

For most cultures, Sgian-Dubh translates as
'Family Stone' or 'Blood Mysteries'.

Some groups call this spirit the 'Stone of Life'.

Our sacred stones
remember our blood.
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The legend of the Sgian-Dubh is mostly untold
as is expected for a dagger whose name
translates as 'black dagger'—black implying
hidden (convert) rather than colour or shade.

A mysterious symbol, the Sgian-Dubh today
is often represented as a ceremonial
adornment worn by Scottish kilt wearers
tucked into the hose-garter on the wearer's
dominant side.

Yet, the great Sgian-Dubh is always more
than it seems.

the sgian-dubh 
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Although commonly known as a secret weapon
worn 'only' to protect and honor, the Sgian-
Dubh is also an enigmatic symbol of
Providence.  The sacred knife's origin dates
further back than many typically agree, with
roots derived from arcane—esoteric—
knowledge (known as the 'blood mysteries')
carefully handed down through generations by
the spoken word—and by other means.
Variations and derivatives of this sacred symbol
(such as the Athame, Kirpan, Keris and Phurba)
appear in many ancient rituals and ceremonial
practices belonging to a myriad of cultures.

Our Sgian-Dubh is prehistoric.

"The Sgian-Dubh is the original blade.
It is stone.  Through venerable customs,
many acknowledge that our ancestors

passed on knowledge by recording
(sounding) information in stone.

This sacrosanct language (memory)
is our blood."
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The Sgian-Dubh is our inheritance.
It is our sacred sonic alliance with honor—the
light of love.  It is said that to learn (recall) the
secrets of the Sgian-Dubh, one must be open to
love, family, and community.  Sgian-Dubh
knowledge is the embodiment of deep
honorable integrity.  Although most commonly
'physically' asseverated by men and emblematic
of brotherhood, the Sgian-Dubh is truly blessed
and nurtured by a feminine source.
Sgian-Dubh energy teaches initiates that
humanity is incorporeal and that those who
practise benevolent grace explore the divine.
Individuals who resonate with the mysterious
Sgian-Dubh are reminded that the everlasting,
concealed stone is a spiritual essence—an
honor—rather than a physical object.

The Sgian-Dubh is a guiding inspiration
celebrating intuitive knowledge.  It is also a
revered, commemorative token of peace and
abundance.  The Sgian-Dubh is The Great
Provider.  The Sgian-Dubh is one of humanity's
sacred stones.

The Sgian-Dubh is a sacred key.
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"Keepers of the Clach" (Aegis of the Stone) is the
society of patrons who venerate the energies
and teachings of the Sgian-Dubh.

The Sgian-Dubh Society has no members or
hierarchy—only patrons.  It is the benevolent
fellowship of our humanity and nature.

Sgian-Dubh energy is much more than
an animistic reverence and technology.
The Sgian-Dubh is source magic.

Also known as the Family Stone (Blood Stone),
the Sgian-Dubh is the "Stone of Life".

Our sacred Sgian-Dubh is "Providence".

As we cross our swords on the ground
to form the sacred alignment of peace,

our guardian, the Sgian-Dubh,
rests alongside us to protect

and honor love.
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Most cultures have their own
variation of the Sgian-Dubh.

Like the Ankh, each is revered as
a "symbol of life".

Love is life.  Love is family.
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We are more than illusive shapeshifters;
we are "Masters of Imagination".

supplementaries
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Like a supernatural computer able to
process infinite data within an

indescribable instant, Karma is the
all-seeing, benevolent, and everlasting

guiding light of harmony and truth,
assisting illimitable consciousness.

Karma, the mysterious, omniscient, and
omnipotent vitality of our higher self,

gracefully encourages us to love.

Karma is self.
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Ascending Intelligence

The trajectory of science and technology
promises incredible advances.  Assuming
existence is more mysterious, greater, and
older than we currently recognize, it is
conceivable, that consciousness exists that is
far more in touch with the spirit of things than
the intelligence we present to one another
here and now on Earth.  Present day
governments do not want to encourage people
to investigate the fundamental mechanics of
reality.  Instead, the autocrats prefer to
promote fear, chaos, war and "pettiness" to
distract and control the masses. (e.g.: How often
is some trivial political upset, in some faraway
land, peddled as breaking news?)  The elitists,
who struggle to define existence themselves,
'underestimate' karma, and have no interest in
humble values or taking action to address
accountability and inequality.
To their detriment, elitists do not want to share
opportunities equitably.
The sovereign individual consciously ascends
by redefining information and intelligence
through spiritual memory recalibrations.
Intuitive imagination is wisdom.
Waiting to be told what to know, do, or say is
never freedom.  Remember your power! 



Potentially, existence is capable of presenting
any dream, idea, influence, or creature.
The paranormal (terrestrial, extraterrestrial,
and interdimensional) has been celebrated and
investigated throughout the ages.
The fine line "between" fact and fiction
(truth and lie) tells many tales, and is perhaps
the most important aspect of the game.
George Orwell's "Proletarians" and Plato's
"slaves" (cave allegory) are comparable.
Habits of ignorance and denial are always
obstacles.  Misinformation is a control tool.

Benevolence liberates consciousness.
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Who Exactly Are The Sirians?

Answering this question is essentially a riddle
because it opens the mind to resolve other
queries.  The Sirians are masterful spiritual
guardians (teachers) who have contributed to
the evolution of consciousness throughout the
multiverse for eons.  The human psyche is
inherently (subconsciously) familiar with this
energy.  It is said that in order to truly grasp
this loving, lionesque intelligence, individuals
must recall their own personal Sirian echoes.
Like a video game skin, Sirian consciousness is
a spiritual avatar sequence associated with the
origins of life.  Sirian benevolence is an
efficacious and sacred journey.  As spiritual
mentors, Sirians are responsible for fascinating
technologies and appreciations that eternally
help redefine the essence of memory and
communion. By honoring the sacred power of
imagination, Sirian energies help share love.
These numinous instructors are masterminds
who helped pioneer the development and
fundamental regions of physical nature.
The Sirians format divine energy sequences
through technologies that continuously
transform the way consciousness celebrates
awareness, creativity and memory.
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As architects and builders of sacred
frequencies created to recalibrate and monitor
realities, the Sirians are heralded as the original
keepers of metaphysical sound, holographic
resonance, and many other prime
technologies, yet little is known about how they
developed their sensitive alchemy.  Clues
received about the Sirians' contributions
encourage initiates to practice benevolence in
order to awaken memories of love and
solidarity. Credited as the founders of meta-
transmission the Sirians are renowned as
technological wizards.  Sub-technologies,
derived from their influences, such as remote
viewing, were eventually physically replicated
by many other groups of consciousness.
Metasonic calibration (e.g.: virtual inception
technologies)—yet to be declared openly in
Earth's public domain—are registered
agreements shared by these inventive inter-
cosmic (neo-galactic) engineers.  As healers,
the Sirians support the imminent rollout of
"spiritualized sonic medicine" that reveals
sentient holographic resonance to re-establish
remedial techniques they originally shared with
the Mayans, pre-dynastic Egyptians, and other
groups.  Appreciating Sirian unity allows
energies to reimagine time, space, and other
constructs and resonate with the mysterious
Ankh to open multidimensional memories.   
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Sirian consciousness is deeply connected to
many spiritual families, namely the Lyrans,
Pleiadians, and other patrons of sacred peace,
including humanity.

The Sirian mind is celebrated
as a divine mentality.

In 'physical' realms, Sirians resonate
holographic sound.  Sirian culture is
inherent throughout consciousness.

As spiritual practitioners, Sirians are known as
fearless protectors of sovereign rights and
benign living. Sirian geometry is often deployed
to mediate interdimensional fueds and
skirmishes, especially when malevolent forces
raid sequences of "memory alliance," known as
consciousness.  Many know the Sirians as inter-
galactic peacekeepers, able to reset memory
aliases by re-writing avatar programs to restore
liberties through "inception" assignments.
Sirians are loyal energies who showcase the
magnificence of empathy, love, and peace.
Countless alliances work closely with these
creatively passionate beings. The Sirians honor
and protect divine sensibility.
To find out more about these amazing creatures,
tune into your own imagination and memories.
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Our consciousness is in the midst of
transcending physical memory as we
awaken from dreams within dreams.

"Sentient Holographic Induction" is a divine
transformative inference designed to help
humanity translate and adjust to the
awakening (expansion) of telepathic intuition.

The current Sirian operative mission,
code-named Lionium, is a prime
memory inception.  Lionium is a

"sentient meta-holographic sequence".

Lionium memory reformations, also known as
"Lyranium" or "Lyranite" distributions, are sacred
technologies that access multidimensional
memories.  These sentient programs are active
for the next evolution of human consciousness.  
Much more than an antimatter archetype,
Lionium is an elemental energy understood as
a sacred program used to incept and
recalibrate prime memory.  This spiritualized
technology is a sacred avatar system and is
much like the human form.  This exciting wave
of holographic memory is an "extension" of
human nature.
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The Sirians developed a great number of
mysterious stone constructions throughout this
system as well as in innumerable other regions
of the cosmos.  Without active spiritual
development, science will never understand
how these ancient monolithic structures were
formed.  The first admission that science must
consider is that these oracular constructions,
although immeasurably advanced, have links
with meta-holographic simulation theory.
Reminiscently known as "stone resonances",
these temples (templates) of consciousness
are sacred art forms. 

Our stones are sacred rhythms.
The Sgian-Dubh is sacred light.

Sirian consciousness re-minds us that the
knowledge we hope to attract or learn is never
greater than what we already know.  The fine
line between learning and knowing is a sacred
balance.  Our Sirian heart teaches that
intuition, like trust, is an underestimated value
that deserves attention.  Intuition is a sacred,
empowering, mysterious reflection.  
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Empowerment is love.

Human consciousness is being
reconfigured.  Like a software upgrade,

the Lionium project is conducting
(superimposing/hyperlinking) a sentient
memory transference to recalibrate the

entire human avatar sequence.
This supernatural resonance

(reprogramming) is being developed
through sacred memory anamnesis.
We are reestablishing links with our

"Galactic Mind".  Humanity is naturally
super-hypersentient.

Sensationally advanced technologies
and other memories—intuitively inferred

from other dimensions (timelines)
through our collective, telepathic cosmic

mind—influence, intensify, and accelerate
human evolution.
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Reflecting Legacies

For Spirit, realities are tools (technologies).
Like dreams within dreams of infinite,
illimitable realms, each reflecting countless
arrangements of dazzling, luminous mirrors,
we manifest realities (imaginary reflections) to
express ourselves and play.  These 'games
within games' are only part of our magic and
journey.

Humanity is a sacred majesty.
We are a divine essence revered as
an imaginative, magical rhythm.
Humanity is the light of eternity.

Reincarnation playfully proves we have
one hand in life and the other in death,

eternally.
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Sirian Gold

You have the abilities to induce a benign 
spiritually tuned psychoactive state of
consciousness by simply intending to resonate
the experience.  Ingesting asomatous
holographic crystal resin through an imaginative
process can help you activate this awareness.
Use your Sirian memory to help you recall the
various methods used to celebrate this divine
meditation.  You do not need a physical
substance to travel the infinite states of
consciousness.  You are naturally familiar with
the secret realms of multidimensional memory
within you.  You have the power to intuit
knowledge and examine any wonder.
You are a supernatural power.

You are a sacred golden light surrounded
by the sapphire blue light within you.
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Imagination tests our motives and ability
to transcend the boundaries of reason.
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Measuring Unknowns

It is broadly acknowledged that atheists reject
the existence of deities and the prospect of
immortality.  Most atheists rationalize beliefs
based on evolutionary scientific principles
described through their interpretation of
evidential circumstances and substantiated
logic.  Faith in the unknown is not comfortable
for the atheistic mind.  However, it is fair to
propose that keeping an open mind is
beneficial, especially when we consider that
most science is founded on hypothetical
extrapolation.  Speculative reason is
comparable with personal faith, as both
measure expectations of the unknown.

It is generally known that science employs
hypotheticals that relate to facts and principled
conjecture.  Similarly, faith experiments with
principled ideas, experiences, and events
(phenomena) that science is unable to explain.
Despite compelling evidence (accounts of first-
hand experience studies) and other
inexplicable facts, science and atheists routinely
disparage esoteric phenomena
(parapsychology), astrology, and divination.
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Is Faith Hypothetical?

Scientific hypotheticals are creative outlines
that aim to prove or disprove, just as faith
commits to experiencing proof.  Perhaps the
only difference between each is 'trust'.
Is trust the hidden value?
It is clear that faith establishes trust. 

Science is constantly motivated by hypothetical
deduction and, in doing so, works by modelling
predictions.  Science will follow conjecture and
certain values furiously if it believes that tests
will inevitably confirm deductions and
corroborate hypotheses.  Is this faith?
Why do so many people assert that science is a
justification for rejecting what faith
encompasses when science has repeatedly
demonstrated that experiments, modifications,
and persistence can frequently help prove
theories, approaches, or technologies that may
have received little support when first
proposed?  There are lessons in the "scientific
method" that push us to re-evaluate how we
recognise faith and what creative prediction
might help us explain.
Trust is an underestimated utility. 
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Probabilities of the imaginary mind
redefine memories of limitless wonder.

T H E   S I R I A N   C O D E

As meta-futurist magicians, you are able
to hyperlink "physically attributed"

sentient holograms and other mysterious
muses anywhere in existence.

You are preciously gifted, enigmatic
angels, eternally reimagining memories.

You reimagine "Space and Time".
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The flowing wisdom of
Chi, Karma, and the Ankh

is the harmonic breath of life.
 

Like a sacred stone
—a golden ratio—

we remember the truth in our blood
—our love.
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Coming Soon!

NOW
Ideas and Appreciations

A book of ideas and meditations
by Bennise Gahl

SPHINX PRESS



Without language, how do we think?
Without thought, how do we know?
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While bringing this book together, I was
reminded of the importance of words and
language and how they affect the way we
communicate and think.  I felt pressed to
produce material for a wide, eclectic audience
as I balanced peculiar ideas, words, and
emotions that sometimes pushed me into an
impatient, overwhelmed headspace that
strived to address and communicate
psychedelic language through respectful
common reason.
Our labyrinthine imaginations and rolling
perceptions prove we're all dyslexic to some
extent.  Thought (imagination) is a precious
honor that helps us redfine what we already
know and motivates us to discover new "ideas
and appreciations".  Thought helps us value
memory and share knowledge.  Like other
actions, thoughts help us measure and
navigate experiences.  While researching, I
came across an online article written by a
literary student who was studying Orwell's
1984.  In the discussion, titled The Destruction of
Language, the student reminded me of these
unsettling passages (next two pages) that Orwell
wrote in his dystopian dream.  The second and
third passages are the most disturbing.   

Epilogue



“It’s a beautiful thing, the Destruction of words.
Of course the great wastage is in the verbs and
adjectives, but there are hundreds of nouns that
can be got rid of as well. It isn’t only the
synonyms; there are also the antonyms. After
all, what justification is there for a word, which
is simply the opposite of some other word? A
word contains its opposite in itself. Take ‘good,’
for instance. If you have a word like ‘good,’ what
need is there for a word like ‘bad’? ‘Ungood’ will
do just as well – better, because it’s an exact
opposite, which the other is not. Or again, if you
want a stronger version of ‘good,’ what sense is
there in having a whole string of vague useless
words like ‘excellent’ and ‘splendid’ and all the
rest of them? ‘Plusgood’ covers the meaning or
‘doubleplusgood’ if you want something
stronger still. Of course we use those forms
already, but in the final version of Newspeak
there’ll be nothing else. In the end the whole
notion of goodness and badness will be covered
by only six words – in reality, only one word.
Don’t you see the beauty of that, Winston? It
was B.B.’s idea originally, of course,” he added
as an afterthought” (Orwell 51).
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“By 2050, earlier, probably – all real knowledge
of Oldspeak will have disappeared. The whole
literature of the past will have been destroyed.
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Byron – they’ll
exist only in Newspeak versions, not merely
changed into something different, but actually
changed into something contradictory of what
they used to be. Even the literature of the Party
will change. Even the slogans will change. How
could you have a slogan like ‘freedom is slavery’
when the concept of freedom has been
abolished? The whole climate of thought will be
different. In fact there will be no thought, as we
understand it now. Orthodoxy means not
thinking – not needing to think. Orthodoxy is
unconsciousness” (Orwell 53).

“Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak
is to narrow the range of thought? In the end we
shall make thoughtcrime literally impossible,
because there will be no words in which to
express it. Every concept that can ever be
needed will be expressed by exactly one word,
with its meaning rigidly defined and all its
subsidiary meanings rubbed out and forgotten.”
(Orwell 52).
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Orwell suggests that by limiting people's
language, Big Brother can influence thought.
He proposes that by limiting vocabulary, BB can
control "how" people think and "what"
they think, with plans to eventually make it
impossible to think.  In doing so, the party
(government) has control over people's minds
and actions.  The indistinct BB is surreptitiously
convincing citizens to surrender their personal
autonomy.  Big Brother wants to regulate
speech to the point where people have no
words or voices to contemplate.  Big Brother
quietly wants to govern thoughts to control
imagination because imagination is power.

What principles might we consider as we
observe technological developments aimed at
being able to transfer information to and from
the human brain?  Recent advancements,
originating with tests on bulls in the 1950s,
reveal that this is not science fiction.
How might frequency technologies be used
to influence thought?  

Could frequencies be used to influence or
neutralise other frequencies?
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Communication is a vital, creative instrument
and, like technology, or anything else, can be
used benevolently or maliciously.
Restrained vs. Embraced?

I knew that I had to shake things up and not be
afraid to make mistakes while writing this book.  
Perhaps for some readers, there are
contradictions, fantasies, or errors in this
content, just as in life—but there are also
precious gems and subtleties that are
passionately indescribable.
Overall, I know this book offers more than what
is openly mentioned, and that is good.

Like each of us, it is great and shares a
mysterious wonder. 

Eternally,
Bennise 
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Contrary to Orwell's "Newspeak," it is likely that
every word is underestimated—super active.

As animism theology expounds, each word
in every language—any interpretation—every
'thing'—is always transforming, influential,
conscious, and imaginative.
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Imagine imaginings imagining
imagination.
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Psychic geometry is telepathy.
Sharing information is being reimagined.

Initiates are remembering eternity.
The untrained are beginning to access 
the abilities of those who have trained.

Telepathy is redefining communication.
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In reverence, "the sacred" martial arts
and many other strategy disciplines
acknowledge that "the best offence is

a good defence."

As a global community, we have the
opportunity to employ this knowledge
and reimagine defence and diplomacy.

Becoming friends with one's enemy
is the most compassionate and effective
way to defend oneself from an enemy.

"The best defence is to have no enemy."
In doing so, one eliminates the need

to defend.  When everyone values this
principle, the idea works.

Individuals who fully embrace this magic
experience a sovereign, graceful,

and loving 'world community'
rather than governance.
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Perhaps imaginary beings in imaginary
worlds are imagining this moment. 

Being open to new ways of thinking
opens the doors to new ways of feeling.

The most imaginative reason is
never contemplated by closed minds.

Reimagine thought. 
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When we recall our "Galactic Mind",
we see how connected, mysterious,
and multilayered reality really is.

We remember (notice) the infinite ways
we can re-interpret "any moment",

"any experience" and rediscover
the animistic (ani-mystic) nature of living.

We are the keepers of
Multidimensional Memory.

Humans acting against each other
is self-defeatist.  Conflict is chaos.

Fighting is self-sabotage. 
Ultimately, we are of one mind,

celebrating ourselves as infinitely gifted,
ineffable individuals.  It's not necessary
for us to torment one another through

wars and continue praising bloated egos
via hierarchies.  There are more

"honorable" ways to express humanity.
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Imagine that you have lived out the rest of this
life and have died.

As you focus, sense the life you live today being
far off in the distant past.  Imagine a thousand
years have gone by since you died and left this
life.

Somewhere, somehow, you are still conscious
as you find yourself remembering the life you
live today.  You feel emotional about how long
ago it was.

As you sense the memories flooding back, you
notice that only the happiest moments are
coming to your mind.  Look at some of these
memories.  You realize that all the loved ones
you share this life with are long dead too.

Sentimental feelings and an overwhelming
sense of grief wash over you as a soft
electrified energy buzzes up through the base
of your spine—into your upper body—over your
shoulders and down into your arms and hands.

Magic Trick



As you clear and balance your mind,
you realise that you can go back and pick up
from where you are "right now" reading this
message.

You take a moment to reflect as you realise this
is your chance to be back now and make a
difference and to appreciate everything around
you more than ever before.

You realize that you have aligned (recalibrated)
a deeper connection to this life and to those
you love and the days ahead of you. 

You imagine the fun you can have with your
loved ones from this moment on.

You feel changed and motivated to be more
present, focused, and appreciative of the
moment.

You notice that you are feeling so much lighter
and happier.  

You remember.



The Immortals

The "original creators" created realities for
various reasons.  One motive was to formulate
"spiritualized memory environments" in which
ideas, technologies, and dreams could be
shared (expressed) interconnectively.
Seeding consciousness is a precious art.
Imagining dreams from within dreams is the
life of gods.  You are one of these sacred
manifestations (incarnations).
Deep within, you know you are one of these
prime "creator-beings" reimagining dreams.

Sentient hyper-credit

A transcendent, "sentient hyper-economy"—
generating exponential monetary inflation—
inexorably reveals that no technology or
legislation can keep up with it.  This sovereign,
animistic, spiritualized, perpetual credit flow
reframes the way "development and trade"
are produced and delivered.
The mood is set for our world as we move to
revolutionize the way we "share resources and
value prosperity" through equitable, respectful,
responsible, and loving generosity.



Sentient hyper-funding?

Q.  What is "sentient hyper-credit"? 
 
A.  "Sentient hyper-credit" is a mysterious
"uncontainable" autonomous intelligence.
Like an insuppressible computer virus, this
living "virtual droid" is unrelenting, designed
to effectually transmute and ultimately dissolve
money systems.  This gracious "spirit"
(divine ghost) is an eminent "memory force".
In response, humanity will be motivated to
communicate with this "curious" creature
and its many multidimensional allies.  Sentient
"hyper-funding" will accelerate inflation to the
point where people realize money is practically
useless (defunct).  As part of the Sirian's
magical "Lionium Project", the supernatural
"sentient hyper-economy" will materialize
(as an entity) throughout operating systems,
monetary grids, tokens, and other title
agreements to displace debt by establishing
"free-form credit".

In the near future, as economies are being
rearranged (dismantled) by this "meta-cosmic"
influence, humanity will be inspired to analyze
what trade and production truly represent.  



For most, the incentive to find income will have
evaporated as it becomes clear that working on
ideas to simply "sell a product" or "service" to
primarily make a profit will no longer make
sense.  Many will be pushed to reconsider their
life's objectives.  In the very early stages, before
money is completely wiped out, everyone will
gain access to the same financial equity.  Titles
and entitlements will be obliterated as money
loses its ability to influence individuals,
information, and other mentalities.  Priorities
will drastically change—for everyone—as people
wake up to a new dawn that redefines
community, purpose, prosperity, and equality.  
 

This concerted, spiritualized
“ultra-dimensional force" is emerging.

Essentially, individuals will share in the
collective manifestation (hyperflow)

of valid credit.
 
For those who use money to control people
and events, this "creature" will be like an
irrepressible, loud cousin who always shows up
at family celebrations and redirects
conversation and attention.  How will similar
"sentient holograms" influence our lives?  How
will humanity share (manage) without money?  



As humanity awakens from the illusions of
duality, the adage that espouses “competition
is healthy” and “the spirit of competition” will
be reassessed.  Competitive ideology, like
money, will eventually be relegated
(rearranged) and acknowledged as having
served its purpose.  The violent, shadowy
Homeric world order that pushed the need for
vengeance, division, and dominion and
promoted the glorious death of a hero over the
humiliating death of an old man will fade into
oblivion as shifts in consciousness enlighten
humanity.  Even luxuriously complex games
such as chess and backgammon will be exposed
as dark, multi-dimensional, symbolic tools
(pernicious spells) used to perpetuate the
hierarchal paramnesia implemented to
clandestinely divide and control humanity.
Over time, individuals will rediscover truths
that will outline why bells were placed in
church steeples (antennas) and why crowds
have been drawn to stadiums to worship
rituals disguised as entertainment. Humanity is
breaking the spell of controlled chaos that has
been peddled as law and order.  The sovereign
human recognizes the value of personal best
and knows that, rather than "defeating" others,
there are better things to do with one's time.



There are so many to acknowledge and thank
for helping me manifest this book.

You know who you are!
Thank you! #loveyou

Bennise 



Please share this book
with friends, family
and your book club!



You are welcome to freely share
this PDF book via email and social media.

If you enjoyed this book, please donate
to help us promote this love. 

Your gracious contribution
will also help us translate this book

into other languages, produce printed,
video, and audio editions, and release

exciting new works.    

Thank you for your kind support,

Peace and love always  :)

Click to donate now! 

Donations received via our bursar: Daryl James Boyle
at Paypal address: sphinxpress@outlook.com

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?business=9VWUPVQYREUM2&no_recurring=0&currency_code=USD

